Date:

September 11, 2018

To:

Interested Person

From:

Rodney Jennings, Land Use Services
503-823-5088 / Rodney.Jennings@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
mailed copy of this document is only a summary of the decision.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 18-188484 CU
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant/
Owner:

Neil Bhave
1815 SE 27th Ave. | Portland, OR 97211

Site Address:

1815 SE 30TH AVE

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

BLOCK 9 S 10' OF LOT 4 LOT 5, BURRELL HTS
R122401490
1S1E01CA 09200
3233

Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:

Richmond, contact Matt Otis at richmond.pdx.lutc@gmail.com
Hawthorne Blvd. Bus. Assoc., contact at explore@hawthornepdx.com
Southeast Uplift, contact Leah Fisher at 503-232-0010.

Plan District:

None

Zoning:

R5 - Single Dwelling Residential 5,000

Case Type:
Procedure:

CU - Conditional Use Review
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Hearings Officer.

Proposal:
The applicant owns the house at 1815 SE 30th Avenue and requests Conditional Use approval
to operate a Type B Accessory Short-Term Rental (ASTR) facility at this address. The 3-level
house includes 2 bedrooms on the lower level, 2 bedrooms on the 1st floor level, and 2
bedrooms on the 2nd floor level. The applicant wishes to rent up to 5 bedrooms on a short-term
basis for up to 10 guests. A long-term resident will also live in the house in one of the 2 lower
level bedrooms. No exterior alterations to the house are proposed. No outside employees, food
or beverage service, or commercial events are proposed. Proposed House Rules would require
quiet hours after 9 pm on weekdays and after 10 pm on weekends.
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Type B Accessory Short-Term Rentals are allowed in residential zones when the proposal meets
the Conditional Use approval criteria and applicable standards. The regulations are intended
to allow for efficient use of houses in residential areas if the neighborhood character is
maintained. The regulations also provide an alternative form of lodging for visitors who prefer a
residential setting.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant criteria are in Zoning Code Section 33.815.105: Conditional Use Approval Criteria for
Institutional and Other Uses in a Residential Zone.
Because one or more of the criteria listed above is an unacknowledged land use regulation, this
proposal may also have to comply with applicable Statewide Planning Goals. The Statewide
Planning Goals may be viewed at
http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/pages/goals.aspx#Statewide_Planning_Goals. Should the
applicable city approval criteria become acknowledged during the course of the review, the
proposal may no longer be required to demonstrate compliance with the Statewide Planning
Goals.

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The site is a corner lot that is 4,410 square feet in area. It is developed
with a house with the main entrance facing SE 30th Ave. The grounds of this house include a
maintained landscaped yard between the main entrance and SE 30th Ave, a detached garage in
the rear yard, with driveway access from SE Stephens St, and an outdoor deck located between
the rear of the house and the garage. There is also an approximately 6’ high wood fence located
along the west rear property line and an approximately 6’ high bamboo fence extending along
the north side property line from the east edge of the house to about the center of the garage.
The surrounding vicinity is mostly developed with single-family homes on 4,000 to 5,000
square foot lots that are similar in size and scale to the house on the site. There are also
several uses that are not Household Living uses in the residential area within a 400-foot radius
of the site. These uses include the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints at 2931 SE
Harrison Street, and the Colonial Heights Presbyterian Church at 2828 SE Stephens Street.
The applicant’s written statement also indicates that there is a daycare use located at the
Colonial Heights church. Beyond the 400-foot radius are Edwards Elementary School, at 1715
SE 32nd Pl and the St David of Wales Episcopal Church at 2800 SE Harrison Street. Also
located within this perimeter is a Type B ASTR located one block east of the subject site, at
1739 SE 31st Ave, that applied for and received approval of a Conditional Use review.
Zoning: R5, Single Dwelling Residential 5,000. The R5 zone is intended to foster the
development of single-dwelling residences on lots having a minimum area of 3,000 square feet,
with minimum width and depth dimensions of 36 and 50 feet, respectively. Newly created lots
must have a maximum density of 1 lot per 5,000 square feet of site area.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:
VZ 149-83 – Approval of a variance to reduce the west rear yard from the required 5’ to 3’ and
the garage setback from 22’ to 6’ in order to construct a carport or a garage on an existing 24’
wide by 30’ deep concrete parking slab. The concrete parking slab was approved by a building
permit issued on July 23, 1982. The carport that was constructed after approval of this
variance was removed and replaced by the existing garage on the same cement slab under
building permit RS 06-112042. The existing garage that replaced the carport complies with the
current side, rear and garage setback requirements.
Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed July 31, 2018. The
following Bureaus have responded with no issues or concerns:
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Bureau of Environmental Services (Exhibit E.1);
Water Bureau (Exhibit E.3);
Fire Bureau (Exhibit E.4);
Site Development Section of BDS (Exhibit E.5);
Bureau of Parks-Forestry Division (Exhibit E.6);
Life Safety Section of BDS (Exhibit E.7);
Police Bureau (Exhibit E.8).

The Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) responded with comments (Exhibit E.2). Comments are
detailed in response to Conditional Use Approval Criterion D.2 later in this decision.
Neighborhood Review: A total of 23 written responses have been received from notified
property owners and residents in response to the proposal. Several of these written responses
are from the same individuals provided at different dates. The majority of the letters object to
approval of the proposal. Other letters recommend changes to the proposal as conditions of
approval. A summary of the issues raised in the letters followed by a response by staff is
presented here:
• The proposal to rent out bedrooms in the house for less than 30 days is the same, or
similar to, a hotel use and should not be allowed in this R5 residentially zoned area.
Staff response: The proposal is for a Type B ASTR. ASTRs are described in Zoning Code
Section 33.207.020 as “where an individual or family resides in a dwelling unit and rents
bedrooms to overnight guests for fewer than 30 consecutive days.” Section 33.207.020
also describes a Type B ASTR as “where 3 or more bedrooms are rented to overnight
guests.” Further, Section 33.207.020 defines a “Resident” as “The individual or family
who resides in the dwelling unit. The resident can be the owner or a long-term renter.” In
this case, the house in which the Type B ASTR is proposed is a dwelling unit and the
owner, who is also the applicant, has provided evidence that a long-term renter will reside
in the dwelling unit. As the proposal is for a long-term renter to reside in the dwelling for
longer than 30 days at a time and for the other 5 bedrooms to be rented out for less than
30 days, the proposal meets the description of a Type B ASTR in the zoning code. Also,
per Zoning Code Section 33.920.110 Household Living uses, ASTRs are listed as a use
that is accessory to Household Living uses and that are subject to additional regulations.
These additional regulations are located in Chapter 33.207. Further, per Zoning Code
Section 33.920.250, hotels are a Retail Sales and Service use. Retail Sales and Service
uses are not allowed in the R5 zone.
•

The bedroom shown on the floor plans that is designated as the room in which the longterm renter will sleep is in the basement. This basement room is accessory to the
house, thus the other bedrooms the applicant wishes to rent on a short-term basis are
not within the dwelling and do not comply with the description in Zoning Code Section
33.207.020 that an individual resides in the dwelling unit and rents bedrooms to
overnight guests.
Staff response: The basement unit is not a separate dwelling unit. Dwelling Unit is
defined in Chapter 33.910 of the Zoning Code as :
Dwelling Unit. A building, or a portion of a building, that has independent living
facilities including provisions for sleeping, cooking, and sanitation, and that is
designed for residential occupancy by a group of people. Kitchen facilities for
cooking are described in Section 29.30.160 of Title 29, Property and Maintenance
Regulations. Buildings with more than one set of cooking facilities are considered to
contain multiple dwelling units unless the additional cooking facilities are clearly
accessory, such as an outdoor grill.
The basement bedroom has a separate bathroom, but no separate kitchen facilities. The
upper floors of the house are accessible to this basement bedroom through internal doors,
hallways, and stairs. Also, using the provision in Zoning Code Chapter 33.205 Accessory
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Dwelling Units (ADU), the basement bedroom could potentially be converted to an
accessory dwelling unit with separate kitchen facilities. Although the applicant has not
proposed to convert this basement space to an ADU, doing so would be allowed by the
Type B ASTR standard in zoning code section 33.207.050.B.2 which states “On sites with
an accessory dwelling unit, the resident can live in the primary or accessory dwelling unit
and rent bedrooms in either.”
•

Approval of the Type B ASTR would attract a transient population into the area, which
is contrary to the purpose of the ASTR regulations in 33.207.010 of allowing “for a more
efficient use of residential structures, without detracting from neighborhood character,
and ensuring that the primary use remains residential.”
Staff Response: Section 33.207.010 sets forth the purpose of the use and development
standards in Chapter 33.207 Accessory Short-Term Rentals. The use and development
standards follow in the remainder of Chapter 33.207. The use and development
standards applicable to Type B ASTRS are located in Section 33.207.050. The use
standards in 33.207.050.B require a Conditional Use Review for Type B ASTRs. That
review is the subject of this decision. The applicable Conditional Use Review criteria are in
Section 33.815.105. These approval criteria include criteria related to the impacts of the
proposal on residential character. These issues are addressed in depth in the findings
section of this decision. In addition, the purpose cited in 33.207.010 also states “The
regulations also provide an alternative form of lodging for visitors who prefer a residential
setting.” To the extent that the purpose statement in 33.207.010 might be construed to be
an applicable development standard, the proposal, which will provide an alternative form
of lodging for transient visitors who prefer a residential setting, meets the purpose.

•

Approval of the proposal will negatively impact the availability of affordable housing in
the City.

•

Staff Response: The Zoning Code allows ASTRs as accessory uses to dwelling units.
ASTRs are subject to the standards of Chapter 33.207 of the Zoning Code. Per Section
33.207.050.A.2, Type B ASTRs are subject to Conditional Use Review. The approval
criteria for the Conditional Use Review are stated in Section 33.815.105 Institutional and
Other Uses is R zones. There are no standards in Chapter 33.207 or in Section
33.815.105 that are related to the impacts ASTRs may or may not have on the
affordability of housing.

•

The use will generate noise and other negative impacts on the livability of surrounding
residential properties.
Staff Response: This issue is addressed in the findings under the approval criteria that
follow below in this decision.

•

The use will generate traffic and impact the supply of parking available on the street.
Staff Response: This issue is addressed in the findings under the approval criteria that
follow below in this decision.

•

If approved, the maximum number of guests should be limited to something less than
10.
Staff Response: This issue is addressed in the findings under the approval criteria that
follow below in this decision.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.815.105 Institutional and Other Uses in R Zones
These approval criteria apply to all conditional uses in R zones except those specifically listed in
sections below. The approval criteria allow institutions and other non-Household Living uses
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in a residential zone that maintain or do not significantly conflict with the appearance and
function of residential areas. The approval criteria are:
A. Proportion of Household Living uses. The overall residential appearance and function
of the area will not be significantly lessened due to the increased proportion of uses not
in the Household Living category in the residential area. Consideration includes the
proposal by itself and in combination with other uses in the area not in the Household
Living category and is specifically based on:
1.
2.

The number, size, and location of other uses not in the Household Living
category in the residential area; and
The intensity and scale of the proposed use and of existing Household Living
uses and other uses.
Findings: For Criteria A.1 and A.2 below, the terms “area” and “residential area”
are considered to be the same and are defined as an approximate distance of 600
feet from the site. This distance is reasonable for two reasons: it considers all
residentially zone property within a few blocks of the site, and it expands on the
150-foot notification distance for this Type II land use review. Note that properties
within non-residential zones (such as Commercial or Open Space zones) are not
included within the “residential area.”
There are several uses that are not Household Living uses in the residential area
within a 600-foot radius of the proposed ASTR. These uses include the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints at 2931 SE Harrison Street, located one block
south of the subject site, and the Colonial Heights Presbyterian Church at 2828
SE Stephens Street, located two blocks southwest of the subject site. The
applicant’s written statement also indicates that there is a daycare use located at
the Colonial Heights church. Also within a 600-foot radius are Edwards
Elementary School, located at 1715 SE 32nd Pl (two blocks northeast of the subject
site); and the St David of Wales Episcopal Church at 2800 SE Harrison Street
(approximately three blocks southwest of the subject site). The sites of the three
nearby churches all include off-street parking areas providing 20 or more spaces,
and attractive, well-maintained open landscaping between the church buildings
and their respective street frontages. Edwards Elementary School is adjacent to
Sewallcrest Park, which provides over 4 acres of landscaped open space that
softens the intensity of the school on the surrounding area. Another Type B ASTR
is also located at 1739 SE 31st Ave, on the opposite side of SE 31st Ave from
Sewallcrest Park and within a block of this proposed Type B ASTR. This Type B
ASTR received Conditional Use approval in City case file 17-208804 CU. In the
vicinity, there are also permits issued for Type A ASTRs at 1805 SE 31st Avenue,
next door to the Type B ASTR at 1739 SE 3st and at 1624 SE 31st Ave. Like the
proposal herein, these ASTRs are located in existing houses that are of a scale
similar to the surrounding residences. No alterations are proposed to the exterior
of the existing residence, and the addition of the ASTR use as an accessory to the
existing Household Living use within the residence will result in no change to the
residential appearance of the area in combination with the other ASTR uses that
also have a residential appearance.
While there are several nonresidential uses within a 600 foot radius of the subject
site, the vast majority of properties within this vicinity area are developed with
single-dwelling and some multi-dwelling residences. Within this 600 foot radius,
there are approximately 133 lots of which approximately 95 percent are developed
with single-dwelling or multi-dwelling residences. As such, even with the
proposed Type B ASTR, the residential appearance and function of the area will be
maintained. Additionally, as described in response to Approval Criterion C, the
intensity of the proposed Type B ASTR will be limited to a maximum of 5
bedrooms, with the total number of guest limited to 10 persons. This limit is
intended to ensure that the total number of guests at the ASTR is consistent with
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the maximum number of people that could be expected in a typical single-dwelling
residence that has six bedrooms (i.e., no more than two-persons per bedroom).
Furthermore, no commercial events are allowed as part of the proposed ASTR.
Based on these findings, this criterion is met.
B. Physical compatibility.
1.

The proposal will preserve any City-designated scenic resources; and
Findings: City-designated scenic resources are identified on the Official Portland
Zoning Maps with the ‘s’ overlay zoning symbol. As this site is not designated with
the ‘s’ overlay zone, and there are no City-designated scenic resources on the site,
this criterion is not applicable.

2.
3.

The proposal will be compatible with adjacent residential developments based on
characteristics such as the site size, building scale and style, setbacks, tree
preservation and landscaping; or
The proposal will mitigate differences in appearance or scale through such
means as setbacks, screening, landscaping, tree preservation, and other design
features.
Findings: The proposal will be located within an existing house on a corner lot
with the main entrance facing SE 30th Ave. The grounds of this house include a
maintained landscaped yard between the main entrance and SE 30th Ave, a
detached garage in the rear yard with driveway access from SE Stephens St, and
an outdoor deck located between the rear of the house and the garage. There is
also an approximately 6’ high wood fence located along the west rear property line
and an approximately 6’ high bamboo fence extending along the north side
property line from the east edge of the house to about the center of the garage.
(see Exhibit C.1).
The house is a 1½ story house with basement, main floor, and attic that meets the
R5 zone standards for height, setbacks, and building coverage. The house is
similar in size and scale to the other houses abutting the site on the block formed
by SE 28th Ave, SE Market St, SE Stephens St and SE 30th Ave, and by houses
fronting the sides opposite SE Stephens St and SE 30th Ave from the site. As there
are no appreciable differences in appearance or scale between the house and other
houses on adjacent lots or in the surrounding residential area, there is no need to
require mitigation to achieve similarity in appearance or scale through such
means as setbacks, screening, landscaping, tree preservation, other design
features. These criteria are met, as the existing house in which the proposed
ASTR will locate, is not appreciably different in any way in terms of size, building
scale and style, setbacks, tree preservation, or landscaping.

C. Livability. The proposal will not have significant adverse impacts on the livability of
nearby residential zoned lands due to:
1.

Noise, glare from lights, late-night operations, odors, and litter; and
Findings The applicant has provided a copy of House Rules and a Narrative:
explaining the proposed ASTR operations (Exhibit A.4). Main characteristics of the
proposal include:
• The home will be rented as a whole-house rental to a single
group;
• The number of guests will be limited to 10 persons;
• Check-in time is 5 pm and check out time is 12/noon;
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Quiet hours to be maintained after 9 pm on weekdays and 10 pm
on weekends;
Quiet hours to be enforced based on neighbor complaints with
fines and reporting to the listing service, escalating to eviction
upon the 3rd complaint;
Pets limited to up to 2 small (25 lbs or less) dogs;
No smoking allowed in the house.

The primary livability concern related to the proposal is the possibility of late-night
activities and noise. The primary exterior space where late night activities and
noise could occur is the outdoor deck located between the west side of the house
and the detached garage. The garage provides a buffer between this deck and the
adjacent residence located west of the site that will attenuate a great deal of the
noise from people gathered on the deck. The approximately 6’ high bamboo
fencing located on the north side lot line will provide buffering in this direction
also, although the value in reducing sound directed towards the north abutting
residence will not be as great as that achieved by the garage wall. In the interior
of the house, one of the second floor bedrooms includes a window facing the lot to
the north which has been identified, in the correspondence submitted in response
to this notification, as a potential source of noise that would impact the livability
of this property. A certain level of noise is to be expected from long-term residents
of a house, and the expectation of what noise might constitute a significant impact
on livability is not complete silence, but whether the level of noise consistently
exceeds what might be expected from that which long-term residents would
generate. Long-term residents in the house would be expected, generally to work
during the day and, also, to recreate at home later in the evenings on weekends.
The applicant's proposal to limit noise through the institution of "quiet hours"
after 9:00 pm on weekdays and after 10:00 pm on weekends is a reasonable
method of limiting noise during times when adjacent residents could be expected
to be sleeping. The "quiet hours" will apply outside and within the house and will
therefore apply both to the exterior deck and the second floor north-facing
bedroom, those areas where noise impacts would likely be greatest. The
applicant's House Rules do fail to establish a period in the morning when the
"quiet hours" will end. A condition is necessary that the "quiet hours" period end
at a set-time of 8:00 am. Because the potential impacts from noise are greater
when generated from outside, a condition is also required that use of outdoor
spaces, which includes the deck, be prohibited during these quiet hours. The
applicant has also proposed a tiered system of escalating fines culminating in
eviction if there are complaints from neighbors of noise. To augment this
enforcement procedure and ensure the workability, a condition of approval is
needed to require that the contact information of the long-term resident/on-site
operator be provided to surrounding neighbors so that they will have a means of
registering complaints. Together, both the institution of "quiet hours" and the
mechanisms to enforce them, will work to ensure that the noise generated by
ASTR guests remains similar to what could be expected if the house were occupied
by a family, or by a group of unrelated long-term residents. Also, the existing
approximately 6’ high fences along the west property line and along a portion of
the north property line provide buffering of noise that might be generated by
people entering and leaving the site through the rear entrance or using the
exterior deck. To assure that this fence buffering remains, a condition of approval
is required that the fences be maintained or replaced if necessary with similar
fencing. Fencing meeting the F2 landscaping standard in Chapter 33.248 of the
zoning code would meet this requirement. The F2 standard is a minimum 6’ high
100 percent site obscuring fence. With this fence condition, and conditions of
approval requiring the implementation of the House Rules, including that the
House Rules be posted in all advertisements for the ASTR, and requiring that the
contact information for the resident/operator of the ASTR be provided annually to
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neighbors so that there will be a means to initiate the enforcement procedures
identified in the House Rules, this criterion will be met for noise.
The applicant is proposing no new exterior lights and maintains that all existing
exterior lights are properly shielded and under 100 watts. This existing lighting is
not different from what is normally found at a house without an ASTR, and the
impacts of the lighting are thus not expected to have an adverse impact on the
livability of adjacent residential zoned land. This criterion is met for glare.
As the primary use and the ASTR are both residential uses, any odors generated
that are discernable from off the property can reasonably be expected to be the
same as would be generated by a strictly long-term residential use, such as those
associated with the preparation of food, for example. The impacts of such odors
on the livability of nearby residences, therefore, will generally be no more adverse
than if there were only a long-term residence at the house and no ASTR. An
exception to this is the possibility that guests, unable to smoke within the house,
as it will be prohibited indoors by the house rules, may choose to smoke outdoors
on the site. As this is a potential source of nuisance odors that would impact
adjacent properties, a condition is needed to prohibit smoking in outdoor areas on
the site, and have this prohibition also be added to the House Rules. With this
condition, this criterion will be met for odors.
The applicant narrative indicates that a yard maintenance service will be employed
to maintain the yard every two weeks. The House Rules proposed by the applicant
require guests to take trash to the master bins upon departure, which promotes
appropriate waste disposal. These two actions, the yard maintenance and
requirement for trash disposal, will mitigate any potential issue with litter that
might be related to guests staying at the ASTR. With the condition of approval,
discussed in the preceding findings, requiring that the House Rules be posted in
all advertisements for the ASTR, and provided to guests in advance of their stay,
the requirement for trash disposal will be communicated to guests.
Based on these findings and with the conditions of approval detailed above, this
criterion is met.
2.

Privacy and safety issues.
Findings: The Fire and Police Bureaus state no concerns about the proposal
(Exhibits E.4 and E.8). There are no inherent safety issues with the proposed
ASTR. Standards for ASTRs in Zoning Code Section 33.207.050.B.4 require an
inspection of bedrooms to assure compliance with building safety regulations prior
to commencement of the ASTR use, and this requirement is also included as a
condition of approval of this decision.
The outdoor deck poses a potential privacy concern. The privacy impacts due to
guests using the deck are mitigated by the location of the deck between the house
and the garage and by the approximately 6’ high bamboo fencing along the north
side lot line. Also, with conditions limiting the hours the deck may used and
requiring maintenance or replacement of the fence, both discussed under the
findings for the preceding criterion, there will be no significant impact on privacy,
and this criterion will be met.

D. Public services.
1.

The proposed use is in conformance with the street designations of the
Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan;
Findings: The site is a corner lot that has street frontage on SE 30th Ave and on
SE Stephens St. The Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan
designations of these street are listed in the table below:
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Local
Service
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Local
Service

Local
Service

Minor
Emergency
Response

Local
Service

Local
Service

Local
Service

The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) reviewed the application, and
provided the following findings (Exhibit E.2) addressing conformance of the
proposal with these street designations:
SE 30th is classified as a City Walkway, Secondary for Emergency Response, and
Community Corridor for design, and Local Service Street for all remaining modes;
whereas SE Stephens St. is classified as a Local Service Street for all modes. The
proposed ASTR is supportive of these designations and the development of the site
with an ASTR will not impact the distribution of local traffic throughout the area.
1. TSP Classifications: At this location, the City’s Transportation System Plan
(TSP) classifies SE 30th Ave as a City Walkway, Secondary for Emergency
Response, and Community Corridor for design, and Local Service Street for all
remaining modes; whereas SE Stephens St. is classified as a Local Service
Street for all modes.
2. Existing Conditions: According to City GIS data, at this location, both SE 30th
and SE Stephens are improved with a 28-ft paved roadway within a 60-ft
ROW, with an improved pedestrian corridor in an 8-6-2 configuration. Note: The
information in this document is derived from City of Portland GIS data, which
may be inaccurate. A survey will be necessary for accurate ROW information.
3. Standard Improvements:
For SE 30th Ave, City Walkway streets within R-5 zones, the City’s Pedestrian
Design Guide requires a 12-ft wide sidewalk corridor comprised of a 0.5-ft
curb, 4-ft wide furnishing zone, 6-ft wide sidewalk, and a 1.5-ft wide frontage
zone (4.5-6-1.5). The existing pedestrian corridor exceeds the standards for a
Local Service street. Accordingly, the existing sidewalk corridor configuration
will be accepted as the standard sidewalk configuration for the block length.
No right-of-way improvements or property dedication will be required for this
frontage.
For SE Stephens, Local Service streets within R-5 zones, the City’s Pedestrian
Design Guide requires a 11-ft wide sidewalk corridor comprised of a 0.5-ft
curb, 4-ft wide furnishing zone, 6-ft wide sidewalk, and a 0.5-ft wide frontage
zone (4.5-6-0.5). The existing pedestrian corridor exceeds the standards for a
Local Service street. Accordingly, the existing sidewalk corridor configuration
will be accepted as the standard sidewalk configuration for the block length.
No right-of-way improvements or property dedication will be required for this
frontage.
2.

The transportation system is capable of supporting the proposed use in addition
to the existing uses in the area. Evaluation factors include street capacity, level of
service, and other performance measures; access to arterials; connectivity; transit
availability; on-street parking impacts; access restrictions; neighborhood impacts;
impacts on pedestrian, bicycle, and transit circulation; safety for all modes; and
adequate transportation demand management strategies;
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Findings: The applicant submitted a transportation impact analysis prepared by
a professional traffic engineer (Exhibit A.3). The Portland Bureau of
Transportation (PBOT) reviewed the application, including the transportation
impact analysis, and provided the following findings (Exhibit E.2) addressing the
above evaluation factors:
Street Capacity/Level of Service/Performance Measures
To estimate the vehicle trips generated by the proposed ASTR, information from
the Trip Generation Manual, 9th Edition, published by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) was utilized. Data for land use #320, Motel and
use #210, Single-family detached housing, were used to calculate trip rates for
the proposed facility. ITE does not have specific data for an ASTR and the
Motel use is the closest land use category for which data is available.
The proposed 5-room ASTR is estimated to generate 2 trips during both the
morning and evening peak hours, for an additional 28 trips total each
weekday. This represents a moderate increase in trips over a single-family
dwelling which generates 1 trip during both the morning and evening peak
hours and 10 trips total each weekday. However, that applicant’s findings
propose a whole house rental, rather than individual rentals for each proposed
rooms, therefore the estimated trips is projected to be significantly less than
the projected maximum. However, it should be noted that, given the nature of
the proposed development and the hours of operation, trips associated with the
proposed ASTR will likely not occur during the AM/PM peak hours.
To address the street capacity and Level of Service evaluation factors, the
applicant’s traffic engineer conducted observational analysis of the threelegged intersection of SE 30th/SE Market/ SE Stephens, in which it was
determined the intersection is currently operating at a Level of Service B or
better; and at the SE 30th and SE Hawthorne intersection, in which engineers
noted that intersection is operating at Level of Service C or better. Based upon
these observations, the intersections meet the City of Portland’s operational
standards and can support the existing uses in the area, as well as the
proposed ASTR use of the site.
The proposed use is not anticipated to have a significant impact upon morning
or afternoon peak hour traffic or the operation on area intersections given the
minimal number of trips that the use is expected to generate. Additionally, any
services for the ASTR, such as landscaping, regular maintenance, or cleaning
will be consistent with a typical single-family home.
Access to Arterials/Connectivity
The subject site is located in a neighborhood with well-connected streets,
providing multiple redundant routes to and from the site for motor vehicles as
well as other modes. The subject property is approximately ten blocks away
from the arterials of SE Cesar E Chavez (39th) to the east and SE Powell Blvd
to the south. SE Hawthorne, SE 20th, and SE Division are major transit
facilities in the area, while SE Lincoln is a major city bikeway. These streets
provide connections to significant parts of Portland as well as other major
facilities. The subject site can be adequately accessed by motor vehicles as
well as other modes. The connectivity and access to arterials is adequate to
support the existing uses as well as the proposed conditional use of the
property.
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Transit Availability
There are two bus stops located within 5 blocks of the site - Line 4Division/Fessenden and Line 14-Hawthorne - and one more approximately 11
blocks away - Line 75-Cesar E Chavez/Lombard. All are accessible from the
property and provide service to other areas of Portland. There are continuous
sidewalks in place between the site and the nearby bus stops. The subject
property is adequately served by transit and safe access to the nearest stops
is available.
On-Street Parking Impacts
The parking demand generated from the proposed development was estimated
using parking demand rates from Parking Generation, 4th Edition, published
by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). The data
utilized to determine the parking demand for the proposed conditional use were
for land use #320, Motel as it represents the closest use to the proposed ASTR
for which data is available.
To determine the demand and availability of on-street parking in the vicinity of
the site, the applicant’s traffic engineer conducted observations during the
overnight period corresponding to the expected peak period for residential
parking demand in the site vicinity. The observations were conducted at 12:30
AM on Wednesday, June 6th, 2018. The study area included the following
street segments: 1) SE 30th – between Clay and Harrison; 2) SE Stephens –
between 29th and 31st ; 3) NE Market – between 29th and 30th.
Within the study area, the parking study estimated that there was an on-street
parking capacity of 68 spaces. 24 vehicles were observed utilizing the on-street
parking, therefore there is sufficient space for an additional 44 spaces.
Therefore, the estimated result from the proposed use will be an increase of
9%, from an existing 35% on-street parking occupancy to a proposed 44%.
PBOT does not consider an area to be heavily parked until occupancy rates
reach approximately 85%. Accordingly, based on the observations and
analysis, the available on-street parking in the site vicinity is adequate to
safely support the proposed use in addition to the existing uses in the site
vicinity.
Based upon the data, the peak parking demand for a motel with five rooms is
five parking spaces. It should be noted, however, that operation of a typical
motel would likely result in rental of five rooms to five different parties, each of
which would travel separately. In this instance, since the five-unit ASTR is
proposed to be a whole house rental, the anticipated parking demand will be 1
to 4 vehicles maximum. The site is a corner lot with approximately 120 feet of
full height curb adjacent to the site, which equates to approximately 6 on-street
parking spaces; plus one on-site space will be available for guests in the
driveway next to one on-site parking space which will be utilized by the longterm tenant that resides in one of the basement units. Accordingly, a worstcase scenario is that the proposed ASTR will generate demand for six parking
spaces, although as a whole house proposal, estimated demand is 1-2
vehicles.
Access Restrictions
Vehicle access to the proposed use within the existing home will continue to be
provided via a driveway/curb-cut on SE Stephens, and available on-street
parking adjacent to the site. The only on-street parking restriction is adjacent to
Sewallcrest Park, one block to the east, in which parking is prohibited from
10pm to 5am. PBOT has no access restriction concerns.
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Neighborhood Impacts
The transportation-related neighborhood impacts associated with the proposed
use typically involve impacts to on-street parking and potential increases in
traffic at area intersections. As documented by the applicant’s analysis, there
is a sufficient supply of on-street parking to accommodate the use.
Additionally, the minimal number of vehicle trips that will be added during the
peak hours as a result of this use will not impact area intersections.
Accordingly, transportation-related impacts as a result of the proposed ASTR
will be negligible.
Safety for All Modes
The applicant’s traffic engineer analyzed ODOT crash data for the most recent
available five years (January 2011-December 2015) for the intersections of
four study area intersections. Nine crashes were reported at the SE 30th and
Hawthorne during the time period; two were reported at the 30th Ave and SE
Market intersection; one crash reported at SE 30th and Lincoln, and none
reported at SE Stephens and 30th and 29th avenues. Based on observation of
the intersections in the site vicinity as well as the reported crash data, no
significant safety deficiencies were identified at any of the study area
intersections.
For bicycles, SE 29th and SE Lincoln street are identified by the City of
Portland in their Southeast Portland Bike/Walk Map as Neighborhood
Greenways.
Pedestrian circulation is accommodated by a well-connected system of full
improved sidewalks. No adverse impacts are anticipated as the result of the
proposed development, and will not create any new barriers to these modes of
travel
Adequate Transportation Demand Management Strategies
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies are actions designed to
change travel behavior in order to reduce the use of single-occupant vehicles to
the site and, in turn, improve the performance of transportation facilities. The
site is located just south of the Hawthorne Boulevard commercial area, which is
accessible by a short walk or bike ride. Frequent service bus routes are also
available on SE Hawthorne at 30th. The applicant has indicated they will
provide guests with transit/pedestrian/bicycle route maps, transit schedules,
and information on the closest bike rental facilities, as well as two bicycles
available for use by the renters. Additionally, the applicant will be renting this
facility as a single tenancy rather than renting individual rooms which will
contribute to reducing single-occupant vehicles to the site.
RECOMMENDATION
PBOT has no objections to the proposed Accessory Short-Term Rental (ASTR)
subject to the following conditions:
1. Rental of the ASTR shall be limited to single-party/group rentals. Renting of
individual rooms to unrelated/unassociated individuals will not be permitted;
2. The applicant shall implement the following strategies to reduce vehicle trips
associated with the proposed use:
• Provide two bicycles available for use by the renters, with secure
bike parking on-site;
• Provide on-site transit/pedestrian/bicycle route maps, transit
schedules, and information on the closest bike rental facilities;
• Information on car-share opportunities;
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Transit schedules and maps for bus routes

Based on the findings of PBOT above, this criterion is met, or can be met with
conditions, for all the evaluation factors listed in the criterion. For the on-street
parking impact evaluation factor, PBOT’s response indicates that adequate onstreet parking can be maintained if renting of individual rooms to
unrelated/unassociated individuals is not allowed. The applicant’s narrative
indicates that the intent is to limit rental to single groups at a time, which is
equivalent to the PBOT recommended restriction on rental to
unrelated/unassociated individuals. For the Transportation Demand Management
Strategies evaluation factor. PBOT’s response indicates that this factor can also
be met with a condition requiring implementation of the Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) plan as a condition of building permit approval.
With the two conditions recommended by PBOT, all of the evaluations factors will
be met to demonstrate that the transportation system is capable of supporting the
proposed ASTR in addition to the existing uses in the area. This criterion is met.
3.

Public services for water supply, police and fire protection are capable of serving
the proposed use, and proposed sanitary waste disposal and stormwater disposal
systems are acceptable to the Bureau of Environmental Services.
Findings: The Water Bureau, Police Bureau, and Fire Bureau have indicated,
through their respective responses of “no concerns” with the proposal (Exhibits
E.3, E.4, and E.8), that they are capable of serving the proposed ASTR. The
response from the Bureau of Environmental Services (Exhibit E.1) indicates no
objection to approval of this Conditional Use based on there being sanitary sewer
service available via the public combined sewer within the site's frontage; and
there being no BES requirement for additional stormwater disposal systems and
this criterion will be met.

E. Area plans. The proposal is consistent with any area plans adopted by the City Council
as part of the Comprehensive Plan, such as neighborhood or community plans.
Findings: This site is within the area of the adopted Richmond Neighborhood Plan.
The policies and objectives from this plan listed below relate to this proposal:
Policy 4: Housing–Preserve and improve existing housing while providing opportunities for
people of all ages and income levels.
Objective 4.1-Encourage restoration, rehabilitation and maintenance of existing owner
occupied and rental housing stock.
Objective 4.3-Support housing opportunities for people of all ages, backgrounds, and
economic levels.
Objective 4.5-Protect residential areas from commercial encroachment.
The existing house in which the ASTR will locate appears well maintained from the
exterior, and there are no records in the City’s permit tracking system of housing or
other code violations that would indicate the interior of the house has not also been
maintained. A long-term renter will reside within the ASTR, thus the house with the
ASTR will continue to provide housing opportunities for people. The R5 Single-dwelling
5,000 zone, like all residential zones in the City of Portland, allows Type B ASTRs within
existing dwellings through approval of a Conditional Use review, as is requested herein
with this application. Review of the proposal through a Conditional Use provides a
means of evaluating and mitigating the potential effects on residential areas of uses, like
ASTRs, that have some characteristics that are similar to commercial uses. As the
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proposal does not discourage the maintenance of the existing house, supports a
continued housing opportunity within the house, and that the applicant has applied for
a Conditional Use permit and has demonstrated, as shown elsewhere in this decision,
that the proposal complies with the conditional use approval criteria, the proposal is
consistent Policy 4 Housing of the Richmond Area Plan
Policy 5: Safety and Crime Prevention-To establish and maintain a safe, stable, and
diverse community.
Objective 5.2-Promote car, bicycle, and pedestrian safety
Objective 5.3-Protect our neighborhood and regional environment by promoting
appropriate waste disposal and maintaining a clean neighborhood.
As noted in the findings cited above from PBOT (Exhibit E.2), the applicant has
demonstrated in the traffic analysis (Exhibit A.3) that safety for all modes, which
includes the car, bicycle and pedestrian modes, will be maintained. A condition of
approval specifically requires implementation of measures to promote the use of
alternative modes of transportation. Also, the House Rules proposed by the applicant
require guests to take trash to the master bins upon departure, which promotes
appropriate waste disposal. With a condition of approval requiring that the House Rules
be posted in all advertisements for the ASTR, and provided to guests in advance of their
stay, the ASTR will be consistent with Policy 5-Safety and Crime Prevention, as reflected
by Objectives 5.2 and 5.3.
Policy 6: Transportation-Increase accessibility to travel destinations and transportation
options available to neighborhood residents and visitors. Reduce the negative impact of
auto traffic in residential and business areas.
Objective 6.3-Make Richmond a transit-friendly neighborhood. Encourage the use of
public transportation by those who work, live, shop and visit the neighborhood.
Support convenient, cost effective public transportation serving Richmond. Work with
Tri-Met to improve the transit infrastructure in Richmond
Object 6.6-Retain existing parking. Add additional parking to meet specific parking
needs. New parking should be designed to pleasing and safe from a pedestrian point
of view.
As noted in the findings cited above from PBOT (Exhibit E.2), the applicant has
demonstrated in the traffic analysis (Exhibit A.3) that adequate transportation demand
management will be provided through a TDM program that includes measures to
encourage the use of public transportation. PBOT recommends that the
implementation of these measures be made a condition of approval. The proposal
includes retention of the existing off-street parking on the site. Also, PBOT’s review of
the traffic analysis, indicates that the availability of parking on the street will remain
adequate if the applicant’s proposal to limit rentals to single group rentals, rather than
renting of individual rooms is made a condition of approval. With the above cited
conditions related to TDM and whole house rentals, the proposal will encourage the use
of public transportation and provide adequate parking, both on and off-street, which is
consistent with Policy 6: Transportation.
As the proposal is consistent with the policies in the Richmond Neighborhood Plan that
relate to the proposal, this criterion is met.
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Oregon Statewide Planning Goals
Because one or more of the criteria listed above is an unacknowledged land use regulation, this
proposal must also comply with applicable Statewide Planning Goals.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. This application
was submitted on 6/18/18, and determined to be complete 7/26/18. Should the applicable
city approval criteria become acknowledged during the course of the review, the proposal may
no longer be required to demonstrate compliance with the Statewide Planning Goals.
Goal 1: Citizen Involvement
Goal 1 calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning
process.” It requires each city and county to have a citizen involvement program containing six
components specified in the goal. It also requires local governments to have a Committee for
Citizen Involvement (CCI) to monitor and encourage public participation in planning.
Findings: The City of Portland maintains an extensive citizen involvement program which
complies with all relevant aspects of Goal 1, including specific requirements in Zoning Code
Chapter 33.730 for public notice of land use review applications that seek public comment
on proposals. There are opportunities for the public to testify at a local hearing on land use
proposals for Type III land use review applications, and for Type II and Type IIx land use
decisions if appealed. For this application, a written seeking comments on the proposal was
mailed to property-owners and tenants within 150 feet of the site, and to recognized
organizations in which the site is located and recognized organizations within 400 of the
site. There is also an opportunity to appeal the administrative decision at a local hearing.
The public notice requirements for this application have been and will continue to be met,
and nothing about this proposal affects the City’s ongoing compliance with Goal 1.
Therefore, the proposal is consistent with this goal.
Goal 2: Land Use Planning
Goal 2 outlines the basic procedures of Oregon’s statewide planning program. It states that
land use decisions are to be made in accordance with a comprehensive plan, and that suitable
“implementation ordinances” to put the plan’s policies into effect must be adopted. It requires
that plans be based on “factual information”; that local plans and ordinances be coordinated
with those of other jurisdictions and agencies; and that plans be reviewed periodically and
amended as needed. Goal 2 also contains standards for taking exceptions to statewide goals.
An exception may be taken when a statewide goal cannot or should not be applied to a
particular area or situation.
Findings: Compliance with Goal 2 is achieved, in part, through the City’s comprehensive
planning process and land use regulations. For quasi-judicial proposals, Goal 2 requires
that the decision be supported by an adequate factual base, which means it must be
supported by substantial evidence in the record. As discussed earlier in the findings that
respond to the relevant approval criteria contained in the Portland Zoning Code, the
proposal complies with the applicable regulations, as supported by substantial evidence in
the record. As a result, the proposal meets Goal 2.
Goal 3: Agricultural Lands
Goal 3 defines “agricultural lands,” and requires counties to inventory such lands and to
“preserve and maintain” them through farm zoning. Details on the uses allowed in farm zones
are found in ORS Chapter 215 and in Oregon Administrative Rules, Chapter 660, Division 33.
Goal 4: Forest Lands
This goal defines forest lands and requires counties to inventory them and adopt policies and
ordinances that will “conserve forest lands for forest uses.”
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Findings for Goals 3 and 4: In 1991, as part of Ordinance No. 164517, the City of Portland
took an exception to the agriculture and forestry goals in the manner authorized by state
law and Goal 2. Since this review does not change any of the facts or analyses upon which
the exception was based, the exception is still valid and Goal 3 and Goal 4 do not apply.
Goal 5: Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources
Goal 5 relates to the protection of natural and cultural resources. It establishes a process for
inventorying the quality, quantity, and location of 12 categories of natural resources.
Additionally, Goal 5 encourages but does not require local governments to maintain inventories
of historic resources, open spaces, and scenic views and sites.
Findings: The City complies with Goal 5 by identifying and protecting natural, scenic, and
historic resources in the City’s Zoning Map and Zoning Code. Natural and scenic resources
are identified by the Environmental Protection (“p”), Environmental Conservation (“c”), and
Scenic (“s”) overlay zones on the Zoning Map. The Zoning Code imposes special restrictions
on development activities within these overlay zones. Historic resources are identified on
the Zoning Map either with landmark designations for individual sites or as Historic
Districts or Conservation Districts. This site is not within any environmental or scenic
overlay zones and is not part of any designated historic resource. Therefore, Goal 5 is not
applicable.
Goal 6: Air, Water and Land Resources Quality
Goal 6 requires local comprehensive plans and implementing measures to be consistent with
state and federal regulations on matters such as groundwater pollution.
Findings: Compliance with Goal 6 is achieved through the implementation of development
regulations such as the City’s Stormwater Management Manual at the time of building
permit review, and through the City’s continued compliance with Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) requirements for cities. The Bureau of Environmental
Services reviewed the proposal for conformance with sanitary sewer and stormwater
management requirements and expressed no objections to approval of the application, as
mentioned earlier in this report. Staff finds the proposal is consistent with Goal 6.
Goal 7: Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards
Goal 7 requires that jurisdictions adopt development restrictions or safeguards to protect
people and property from natural hazards. Under Goal 7, natural hazards include floods,
landslides, earthquakes, tsunamis, coastal erosion, and wildfires. Goal 7 requires that local
governments adopt inventories, policies, and implementing measures to reduce risks from
natural hazards to people and property.
Findings: The City complies with Goal 7 by mapping natural hazard areas such as
floodplains and potential landslide areas, which can be found in the City’s MapWorks
geographic information system. The City imposes additional requirements for development
in those areas through a variety of regulations in the Zoning Code, such as through special
plan districts or land division regulations. The subject site is not within any mapped
floodplain or landslide hazard area, so Goal 7 does not apply.
Goal 8: Recreation Needs
Goal 8 calls for each community to evaluate its areas and facilities for recreation and develop
plans to deal with the projected demand for them. It also sets forth detailed standards for
expediting siting of destination resorts.
Findings: The City maintains compliance with Goal 8 through its comprehensive planning
process, which includes long-range planning for parks and recreational facilities. Staff finds
the current proposal will not affect existing or proposed parks or recreation facilities in any
way that is not anticipated by the zoning for the site, or by the parks and recreation system
development charges that are assessed at time of building permit. Furthermore, nothing
about the proposal will undermine planning for future facilities. Therefore, the proposal is
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consistent with Goal 8.
Goal 9: Economy of the State
Goal 9 calls for diversification and improvement of the economy. Goal 9 requires communities
to inventory commercial and industrial lands, project future needs for such lands, and plan
and zone enough land to meet those needs.
Findings: Land needs for a variety of industrial and commercial uses are identified in the
adopted and acknowledged Economic Opportunity Analysis (EOA) (Ordinance 187831). The
EOA analyzed adequate growth capacity for a diverse range of employment uses by
distinguishing several geographies and conducting a buildable land inventory and capacity
analysis in each. In response to the EOA, the City adopted policies and regulations to
ensure an adequate supply of sites of suitable size, type, location and service levels in
compliance with Goal 9. The City must consider the EOA and Buildable Lands Inventory
when updating the City’s Zoning Map and Zoning Code. Because this proposal does not
change the supply of industrial or commercial land in the City, the proposal is consistent
with Goal 9.
Goal 10: Housing
Goal 10 requires local governments to plan for and accommodate needed housing types. The
Goal also requires cities to inventory its buildable residential lands, project future needs for
such lands, and plan and zone enough buildable land to meet those needs. It also prohibits
local plans from discriminating against needed housing types.
Findings: The City complies with Goal 10 through its adopted and acknowledged inventory
of buildable residential land (Ordinance 187831), which demonstrates that the City has
zoned and designated an adequate supply of housing. For needed housing, the Zoning Code
includes clear and objective standards. Since approval of this application will enable further
investment in the City’s existing housing stock by requiring the retention of a living unit for
a long-term tenant, the proposal is consistent with Goal 10.
Goal 11: Public Facilities and Services
Goal 11 calls for efficient planning of public services such as sewers, water, law enforcement,
and fire protection. The goal’s central concept is that public services should be planned in
accordance with a community’s needs and capacities rather than be forced to respond to
development as it occurs.
Findings: The City of Portland maintains an adopted and acknowledged public facilities
plan to comply with Goal 11. See Citywide Systems Plan adopted by Ordinance 187831. The
public facilities plan is implemented by the City’s public services bureaus, and these
bureaus review development applications for adequacy of public services. Where existing
public services are not adequate for a proposed development, the applicant is required to
extend public services at their own expense in a way that conforms to the public facilities
plan. In this case, the City’s public services bureaus found that existing public services are
adequate to serve the proposal, as discussed earlier in this report.
Goal 12: Transportation
Goal 12 seeks to provide and encourage “safe, convenient and economic transportation
system.” Among other things, Goal 12 requires that transportation plans consider all modes of
transportation and be based on inventory of transportation needs.
Findings: The City of Portland maintains a Transportation System Plan (TSP) to comply
with Goal 12, adopted by Ordinances 187832, 188177 and 188957. The City’s TSP aims to
“make it more convenient for people to walk, bicycle, use transit, use automobile travel
more efficiently, and drive less to meet their daily needs.” The extent to which a proposal
affects the City’s transportation system and the goals of the TSP is evaluated by the
Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT). As discussed earlier in this report, PBOT
evaluated this proposal and found the proposal to be consistent with the street designations
of the TSP, and also that the transportation system is capable of supporting the proposed
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use in addition to the existing uses in the area using as evaluation factors street capacity,
level of service, and other performance measures; access to arterials; connectivity; transit
availability; on-street parking impacts; access restrictions; neighborhood impacts; impacts
on pedestrian, bicycle, and transit circulation; safety for all modes; and adequate
transportation demand management (TDM) strategies. A condition of approval will require
implementation of TDM measures. Therefore, with the condition of approval, the proposal
is consistent with Goal 12.
Goal 13: Energy
Goal 13 seeks to conserve energy and declares that “land and uses developed on the land shall
be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy, based
upon sound economic principles.”
Findings: With respect to energy use from transportation, as identified above in response to
Goal 12, the City maintains a TSP that aims to “make it more convenient for people to walk,
bicycle, use transit, use automobile travel more efficiently, and drive less to meet their daily
needs.” This is intended to promote energy conservation related to transportation.
Additionally, at the time of building permit review and inspection, the City will also
implement energy efficiency requirements for the building itself, as required by the current
building code. For these reasons, staff finds the proposal is consistent with Goal 13.
Goal 14: Urbanization
This goal requires cities to estimate future growth and needs for land and then plan and zone
enough land to meet those needs. It calls for each city to establish an “urban growth boundary”
(UGB) to “identify and separate urbanizable land from rural land.” It specifies seven factors that
must be considered in drawing up a UGB. It also lists four criteria to be applied when
undeveloped land within a UGB is to be converted to urban uses.
Findings: In the Portland region, most of the functions required by Goal 14 are
administered by the Metro regional government rather than by individual cities. The desired
development pattern for the region is articulated in Metro’s Regional 2040 Growth Concept,
which emphasizes denser development in designated centers and corridors. The Regional
2040 Growth Concept is carried out by Metro’s Urban Growth Management Functional
Plan, and the City of Portland is required to conform its zoning regulations to this
functional plan. This land use review proposal does not change the UGB surrounding the
Portland region and does not affect the Portland Zoning Code’s compliance with Metro’s
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan. Therefore, Goal 14 is not applicable.
Goal 15: Willamette Greenway
Goal 15 sets forth procedures for administering the 300 miles of greenway that protects the
Willamette River.
Findings: The City of Portland complies with Goal 15 by applying Greenway overlay zones
which impose special requirements on development activities near the Willamette River. The
subject site for this review is not within a Greenway overlay zone near the Willamette River,
so Goal 15 does not apply.
Goal 16: Estuarine Resources
This goal requires local governments to classify Oregon’s 22 major estuaries in four categories:
natural, conservation, shallow-draft development, and deep-draft development. It then
describes types of land uses and activities that are permissible in those “management units.”
Goal 17: Coastal Shorelands
This goal defines a planning area bounded by the ocean beaches on the west and the coast
highway (State Route 101) on the east. It specifies how certain types of land and resources
there are to be managed: major marshes, for example, are to be protected. Sites best suited for
unique coastal land uses (port facilities, for example) are reserved for “water-dependent” or
“water-related” uses.
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Goal 18: Beaches and Dunes
Goal 18 sets planning standards for development on various types of dunes. It prohibits
residential development on beaches and active foredunes, but allows some other types of
development if they meet key criteria. The goal also deals with dune grading, groundwater
drawdown in dunal aquifers, and the breaching of foredunes.
Goal 19: Ocean Resources
Goal 19 aims “to conserve the long-term values, benefits, and natural resources of the
nearshore ocean and the continental shelf.” It deals with matters such as dumping of dredge
spoils and discharging of waste products into the open sea. Goal 19’s main requirements are
for state agencies rather than cities and counties.
Findings: Since Portland is not within Oregon’s coastal zone, Goals 16-19 do not apply.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all requirements of Title 11
can be met, and that all development standards of Title 33 can be met or have received an
Adjustment or Modification via a land use review, prior to the approval of a building or zoning
permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The existing house on its own lot in which the ASTR is proposed is a single-dwelling residential
structure that is compatible in appearance and scale with the surrounding residential
neighborhood. There are several churches and a school located within close proximity to the
site. These other uses provide off-street parking and maintained with attractive landscaping
and the intensity an scale of these uses in combination with the proposed use will not
significantly lessen the residential appearance and function of the area. There are also other
ASTRs in relatively close proximity to this proposed ASTR. These ASTRs also maintain a
residential appearance which will not change with the addition of this ASTR. Where there are
potential impacts on the surrounding residential area due to noise, late-night operations, and
litter, the residential character of the area can be maintained through conditions of approval
implementing the House Rules to establish and maintain quiet hours, and to provide for
disposition of trash and recyclable materials. Assurance of privacy can also be maintained over
time with a condition requiring replacement of the existing fencing that provides privacy should
the existing fencing fail. City services for police, fire, water, and sanitary sewer and stormwater
drainage are available and capable of serving the site. The transportation analysis provided by
the applicant and reviewed by PBOT demonstrates that the proposal is consistent with the
classifications of streets, and that the transportation system is capable of serving the proposed
use, including consideration of the impacts of the use on the supply of on-street parking, and
provided conditions are established to implement the proposed TDM program and limit the
rental of the house to single groups.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Conditional Use approval of a Type B – 5 Bedroom Accessory Short-Term Rental (ASTR) facility,
limited to 1 bedroom in the basement, 2 bedrooms on the main level, and 2 bedrooms on the
upper level of the house. The west-side basement level bedroom is designated for the long-term
resident only, per the approved plans, Exhibits C.1 through C.5, signed and dated September
7, 2018, subject to the following conditions:
A) Prior to the start of operation of the Type B Accessory Short-Term Rental, the ASTR
operator must meet the following conditions:
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1.

Purchase from BDS a fee-paid inspection to confirm that the requirements of Zoning
Code Section 33.207.050.B.4 are met for 5 bedrooms in the basement, and on the
main and upper levels that will be used as ASTR rentals.

2.

Provide residents of properties adjacent to and across the street from the site with
phone contact information for the long-term resident/onsite manager, the property
owner, and the management company. Properties include: 1804, 1805, 1814, and
1824 SE 30th Avenue, and 2934, 2935 and 2950 SE Stephens Street. The ASTR
operator shall maintain paper copies of these notifications, including the list of who
was notified and when, for inspection by City staff upon request.

3.

This Type B approval shall replace the existing Type A ASTR permit (#18-179743 HO).
The Type A ASTR permit will be voided and will no longer be valid on the site.

B) For the duration of operation of the Type B ASTR facility, the ASTR operator will meet the
following conditions:
1.

Provide rental arrangements limited to a single group only in the house at one time,
with a maximum of 2 guests per legal bedroom at any one time, regardless of age. If
the maximum number of 5 bedrooms are rented, ASTR group size is limited to 10
people.

2.

Quiet hours during rental stays are between 9 pm and 8 am Sundays through
Thursdays and between 10 pm and 8 am Fridays and Saturdays. Use of all outdoor
spaces are prohibited during these quiet hours.

3.

Commercial meetings and events are prohibited. Commercial meetings include
luncheons, banquets, parties, weddings, meetings, charitable fund raising, commercial
or advertising activities, or other gatherings for direct or indirect compensation.

4.

Smoking on the property, including indoor and outdoor spaces, is prohibited.

5.

The applicant shall implement the following strategies to reduce vehicle trips
associated with the proposed use:
• Provide two bicycles available for use by the renters, with secure bike parking
on-site;
• Provide on-site transit/pedestrian/bicycle route maps, transit schedules, and
information on the closest bike rental facilities;
• Provide access to information on car-share opportunities;
• Provide access to transit schedules and maps for bus routes

6.

The ASTR operator must amend the House Rules and Narrative included in Exhibit A.4
to comply with this decision and Conditions B.1 through B.5 of this approval. The
amended House Rules and Narrative must be included in all advertisements for the
ASTR facility.

7.

The ASTR operator must maintain the House Rules and Narrative, as required to be
amended by this decision and conditions, for the duration of the operation of the ASTR
facility. The ASTR Operator must email or mail copies of these House Rules to guests in
advance of their visits. The ASTR Operator must ensure that at least one paper copy of
these House Rules and Narrative is displayed prominently within a common area of the
house.

8.

All advertisements for the ASTR shall display prominently in the title of the
advertisement the maximum number of bedrooms, the maximum number of people
allowed per nightly rental, and a statement that rental is limited to single groups only
as a whole house rental.
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Confirmation data from the authorized rental organization (such as Airbnb and VRBO)
shall be provided to City staff upon request. Confirmation data must include the
name, home address and phone number of the ASTR guests, and the dates of stay.

10. The ASTR Operator will maintain a Guest Log Book. The Guest Log Book must include
the names and home addresses of guests, guest's license plate numbers if traveling by
car, dates of stay, and the room assigned to each guest. The log must be available for
inspection by City staff upon request.
11. On an annual basis, the ASTR operator must provide residents of properties adjacent
to and across the street from the site with phone contact information for the long-term
resident/onsite manager, the property owner, and the management company.
Properties include: 1804, 1805, 1814, and 1824 SE 30th Avenue, and 2934, 2935 and
2950 SE Stephens Street. The ASTR operator shall maintain paper copies of these
notifications, including the list of who was notified and when, for inspection by City
staff upon request. The ASTR operator is responsible to ensure that phone contact
information remains current and neighbors are provided with updates.
12. In the event the existing fences, located along the west rear and north side property
lines (see Ex. C.1), are removed or damaged, the property owner must replace them
with new fences that meets the F2 standard of Zoning Code Chapter 33.248.
Staff Planner: Rodney Jennings
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on September 7, 2018.
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: September 11, 2018
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on June 18,
2018, and was determined to be complete on July 26, 2018.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on June 18, 2018.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant did not waive or
extend the 120-day review period. Unless further extended by the applicant, the 120 days
will expire on: November 23, 2018.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
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elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Hearings Officer, which will
hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on September 25, 2018 at 1900 SW
Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed at the 5th floor reception desk of 1900 SW 4th Avenue Monday
through Friday between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm. An appeal fee of $250 will be charged. The
appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized
organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s boundaries.
The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Assistance in filing
the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the Development Services
Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Hearings Officer is final; any
further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within 21 days
of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact LUBA at
775 Summer St NE, Suite 330, Salem, Oregon 97301-1283, or phone 1-503-373-1265 for
further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Hearings Officer an
opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision will be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder.
• Unless appealed, the final decision will be recorded on or after September 26, 2018 by the
Bureau of Development Services.
The applicant, builder, or a representative does not need to record the final decision with the
Multnomah County Recorder.
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
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Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
• All conditions imposed herein;
• All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
• All requirements of the building code; and
• All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
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EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED
A. Applicant’s Statements
1. Applicant’s original statement, submitted 6/18/18
2. Site photos, submitted 6/18/19
3. Traffic Analysis, submitted 6/18/18
4. Applicants revised statement, submitted 7/16/18
5. Elevation drawing, submitted 7/25/18
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan (attached)
2. Basement Floor Plan (attached)
3. First Floor Plan (attached)
4. Second Floor Plan (attached)
5. Front Elevation (attached)
6. Large scale site, floor, and elevation plans
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. Bureau of Transportation
3. Water Bureau
4. Fire Bureau
5. Site Development Review Section of BDS
6. Bureau of Parks, Forestry Division
7. Life Safety Section of BDS
8. Police Bureau
F. Correspondence:
1. George Shimran, August 8, 2018, August 5, 2018 and August 9, 2018, recommends
limiting the number of guests to fewer than 10.
2. Brad Smith and Susan Prior, August 5, 2018, opposed.
3. George Wyatt, August 7, 2018, opposed.
4. Carol Schurter, August 8, 2018, August 14, 2018, and August 21, 2018, opposed.
5. Erin and Michael Gorsline, August 13, 2018, August 14, 2018 and August 21, 2018,
opposed.
6. Ben Orwoll and Wannasiri Lapcharoensap, August 14, 2018 and August 21, 2018,
opposed.
7. Nicholas Costa, August 14, 2018, August 15, 2018, August 16, 2018, opposed.
8. Dane Jensen, August 14, 2018.
9. Kate Gannon-Sprinkel and Stephen Sprinkel, August 15, 2018 and August 21, 2018,
opposed.
10. Jason Barvitz, August 21, 2018, opposed.
G. Other:
1. Application and Receipt
2. Incomplete Letter
The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).
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